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Page xii, line 23–page xiii, line 12

Delete:
The literature review for the WHO African Region was conducted by Jo Vearey (lead, Yacine Ait Larbi and Marta Luzes from Samuel Hall, Nairobi, Kenya, and Edward Govere, Thea de Gruchy, Langa Mlotshwa and Rebecca Walker from the African Centre for Migration and Society, Wits University, South Africa.

The literature review for the WHO Region of the Americas was conducted by Báltica Cabieses (lead), María Inés Álvarez, Alice Blukacz, Marcelo Lizana, Alexandra Obach and Isabel Rada from the Programa de Estudios Sociales en Salud, Instituto de Ciencias e Innovaciones Médicas, Universidad del Desarrollo, Las Condes, Chile.

The literature reviews for the WHO European Region were conducted by the following teams: the review for non-Russian-speaking countries was conducted by Gianfranco Costanzo (lead), Andrea Cavani, Alessandra Diodati, Anteo Di Napoli, Concetta Mirisola, Alessio Petrelli and Leuconoe Grazia Sisti from the National Institute for Health, Migration and Poverty, Rome, Italy, and Alessandra Bettiol, Irene Mattioli, Pietro Amedeo Modesti and Azienda Ospedaliero from the Università degli Studi di Firenze, Florence, Italy; the review for Russian-speaking countries was conducted by Alexey Novozhilov, Federal Research Institute for Health Organization and Informatics, Moscow, Russian Federation.

The literature review for the WHO Eastern Mediterranean Region was conducted by Jocelyn DeJong (lead), Chaza Akik, Zeinab Dirani, Layal Hneiny and Eman Sharara from the American University of Beirut, Beirut, Lebanon.

The literature review for the WHO South-East Asia Region was conducted by Anjali Borhade (lead), Nisha Bharti, Subhojit Dey, Isha Jain and Vishika Yadav from the Institute of Public Health, New Delhi, India.
The literature review for the WHO Western Pacific Region was conducted by Lisa Grace S. Bersales (lead), Kristine Faith Agtarap, Claire Berja, Clarinda Lusterio Berja, Michael Dominic Del Mundo and Aileen Guyos from the University of the Philippines, Manila, Philippines.

The literature review for the WHO African Region was conducted, synthesized and written by Jo Vearey (lead), Yacine Ait Larbi and Marta Luzes, Samuel Hall, Nairobi, Kenya, and Edward Govere, Thea de Gruchy, Langa Mlotshwa and Rebecca Walker, African Centre for Migration and Society, Wits University, South Africa.

The literature review for the WHO Region of the Americas was conducted, synthesized and written by Báltica Cabieses (lead), María Inés Álvarez, Alice Blukacz, Marcelo Lizana, Alexandra Obach and Isabel Rada, Programa de Estudios Sociales en Salud, Instituto de Ciencias e Innovaciones Médicas, Universidad del Desarrollo, Santiago, Chile.

The literature review for the WHO South-East Asia Region was conducted, synthesized and written by Anjali Borhade (lead), Nisha Bharti, Subhojit Dey, Isha Jain and Vishika Yadav, Disha Foundation, New Delhi, India.

The literature reviews for the WHO European Region were conducted, synthesized and written by the following teams: Gianfranco Costanzo (lead), Andrea Cavani, Alessandra Diodati, Anteo Di Napoli, Concetta Mirisola, Alessio Petrelli and Leuconoe Grazia Sisti, National Institute for Health, Migration and Poverty, Rome, Italy; Alessandra Bettiol and Irene Mattioli, University of Florence, Florence, Italy; and Pietro Amedeo Modesti, Careggi University Hospital, University of Florence, Florence, Italy (for non-Russian-speaking countries); and Alexey Novozhilov, Federal Research Institute for Health Organization and Informatics, Moscow, Russian Federation (for Russian-speaking countries).

The literature review for the WHO Eastern Mediterranean Region was conducted, synthesized and written by Jocelyn DeJong (lead), Chaza Akik, Zeinab Dirani, Layal Hneiny and Eman Sharara, American University of Beirut, Beirut, Lebanon.

The literature review for the WHO Western Pacific Region was conducted, synthesized and written by Lisa Grace S. Bersales (lead), Kristine Faith Agtarap, Claire Berja, Clarinda Lusterio Berja, Michael Dominic Del Mundo and Aileen Guyos, University of the Philippines, Manila, Philippines.
Delete:
Numerous technical inputs and feedback were received from the following experts: Elisa Benes, Bálint Náfrádi, Andonirina Rakotonarivo and Valentina Stoevska (International Labour Organization); Aleksandar Arnikov, Poonam Dhavan, Chiaki Ito, Kit Leung, Janice Lopez, Maeva Peek, Guglielmo Schinina, Agan Sweetmavourneen, Jacqueline Weekers, Kolitha Wickramage and Alice Wimmer (International Organization for Migration, Migration Health Division); Julia Black, Nuwe Blick, Frank Laczkó and Elisa Mosler Vidal (International Organization for Migration Global Migration Data Analysis Centre); Grace Sanico Steffan (Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights); Jan Beise, Daniela Knoppik, Ralfh Moreno, Sebastian Palmas and Danzhen You (United Nations Children’s Fund); Monica Aguayo, Miguel Castillo, Xavier Mancero, Rolando Ocampo Fernanda Reynoso, Zulma Sosa and Daniel Taccari (United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America and the Caribbean); Ann Burton, Tarek Abou Chabake, Ibrahima Diallo, Sandra Harlass and Peter Ventevogel (United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees); Enrico Bisogno, Tejal Jesrani Haslinger, Claire Healy, Angela Me and Philipp Meissner (United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime); Ginette Azcona, Antra Bhatt and Alembirhan Berhe (UN Women); Gero Carletto and Olivier Dupriez (World Bank); S. Irudaya Rajan and Dilip Ratha (World Bank Global Knowledge Partnership on Migration and Development); Bjorn Gillsater, Harriet Mugera, Katherine Perkins and Charlotte Persson (World Bank-UNHCR Joint Data Centre on Forced Displacement); Michael Flynn (Global Detention Project, Geneva, Switzerland); Amal de Chickera, Ottoline Spearman and Laura van Waas (Institute on Statelessness and Inclusion); Christelle Cazabat (Internal Displacement Monitoring Centre, Geneva, Switzerland); Clara P.C. Fast (Duke University, Durham, United States of America); and Laibah Ashfaq, Paige Chu, Andrea Cortinois, Caitlin Manderville, Ryan Y. Ruan and Andrea Sanchez Martinez (University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada).

Insert:
Numerous technical inputs and feedback were received from the following experts: Elisa Benes, Bálint Náfrádi, Andonirina Rakotonarivo and Valentina Stoevska (International Labour Organization); Julia Black, Nuwe Blick, Frank Laczkó and Elisa Mosler Vidal (International Organization for Migration Global Migration Data Analysis Centre); Aleksandar Arnikov, Poonam Dhavan, Chiaki Ito, Kit Leung, Janice Lopez, Maeva Peek, Guglielmo Schinina, Agan Sweetmavourneen, Jacqueline Weekers, Kolitha Wickramage and Alice Wimmer (International Organization for Migration, Migration Health Division); Grace Sanico Steffan (Office of the United Nations High Commissioner for Human Rights); Jan Beise, Daniela Knoppik, Ralfh Moreno, Sebastian Palmas and Danzhen You (United Nations Children’s Fund); Monica Aguayo, Miguel Castillo, Xavier Mancero, Rolando Ocampo Fernanda Reynoso, Zulma Sosa and Daniel Taccari (United Nations Economic Commission for
Latin America and the Caribbean); Ann Burton, Tarek Abou Chabake, Ibrahima Diallo, Sandra Harlass and Peter Ventevogel (United Nations High Commissioner for Refugees); Enrico Bisogno, Tejal Jesrani Haslinger, Claire Healy, Angela Me and Philipp Meissner (United Nations Office on Drugs and Crime); Ginette Azcona, Antra Bhatt and Alembirhan Berhe (UN Women); Gero Carletto and Olivier Dupriez (World Bank); S. Irudaya Rajan and Dilip Ratha (World Bank Global Knowledge Partnership on Migration and Development); Bjorn Gillsater, Harriet Mugera, Katherine Perkins and Charlotte Persson (World Bank-UNHCR Joint Data Centre on Forced Displacement); Michael Flynn (Global Detention Project, Geneva, Switzerland); Amal de Chickera, Ottoline Spearman and Laura van Waas (Institute on Statelessness and Inclusion); Christelle Cazabat (Internal Displacement Monitoring Centre, Geneva, Switzerland); Clara P.C. Fast (Duke University, Durham, United States of America); and Laibah Ashfaq, Paige Chu, Andrea Cortinois, Caitlin Manderville, Ryan Y. Ruan and Andrea Sanchez Martinez (University of Toronto, Toronto, Canada).

Page xiv, lines 22–38

Delete: The report was also subject to a comprehensive review by global experts on the various areas covered: Shea Rustein (Demographic and Health Surveys); Bernadette Nirmal Kumar (European Public Health Association/Lancet Migration); Thomas H. Gassert (Harvard University, Cambridge, United States of America); Iffat ElBarazi, Michal Grivna and Syed Mahboob Shah (Institute of Public Health, College of Medicine and Health Sciences, United Arab Emirates University, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates); Anders Hjern (Karolinska Institute, Solna, Sweden); Paul Bukuleke (Makarere University, Kampala, Uganda); Cesar Infante Xibille (National Public Health Institute, Mexico); Osman Dar (Royal Institute of International Affairs, London, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland); Ibrahim Abubakar and Rita Issa (University College London, London, United Kingdom); Charles Agyemang (University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, the Netherlands); Francesco Castelli and Beatrice Formenti (University of Brescia, Brescia, Italy); Steffanie Ann Strathdee (University of California, San Diego, United States of America); Indika Karunathilake (University of Colombo, Sri Lanka); and Jaime Miranda (Universidad Peruana Cayetano Heredia, San Martin de Porres, Peru.

Insert: The report was also subject to a comprehensive review by global experts on the various areas covered: Shea Rustein (Demographic and Health Surveys); Bernadette Nirmal Kumar (European Public Health Association/Lancet Migration); Thomas H. Gassert (Harvard University, Cambridge, United States of America); Iffat ElBarazi, Michal Grivna and Syed Mahboob Shah (Institute of Public Health, College of Medicine and Health Sciences, United Arab Emirates University, Abu Dhabi, United Arab Emirates); Anders Hjern (Karolinska Institute, Solna, Sweden); Paul Bukuleke (Makarere University, Kampala, Uganda); Cesar Infante Xibille (National Public Health Institute, Mexico); Osman Dar (Royal Institute of International Affairs, London, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland); Ibrahim Abubakar and Rita Issa (University College London, London, United Kingdom); Charles Agyemang (University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, the Netherlands); Francesco Castelli and Beatrice Formenti (University of Brescia, Brescia, Italy); Steffanie Ann Strathdee (University of California, San Diego, United States of America); Indika Karunathilake (University of Colombo, Sri Lanka); and Jaime Miranda (Universidad Peruana Cayetano Heredia, San Martin de Porres, Peru.
University, Kampala, Uganda); Gianfranco Costanzo and Leuconoe Grazia Sisti (National Institute for Health, Migration and Poverty and WHO Collaborating Centre on Health and Migration Evidence and Capacity Building, Rome, Italy); Cesar Infante Xibille (National Public Health Institute, Mexico); Osman Dar (Royal Institute of International Affairs, London, United Kingdom of Great Britain and Northern Ireland); Ibrahim Abubakar and Rita Issa (University College London, London, United Kingdom); Charles Agyemang (University of Amsterdam, Amsterdam, the Netherlands); Francesco Castelli and Beatrice Formenti (University of Brescia, Brescia, Italy); Steffanie Ann Strathdee (University of California, San Diego, United States of America); Indika Karunathilake (University of Colombo, Sri Lanka); and Jaime Miranda (Universidad Peruana Cayetano Heredia, San Martin de Porres, Peru).

These corrections have been incorporated into the electronic file.